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Mechanization helps farmers and climate

In the study, rice yields using mechanized
harvesting and threshing were compared
with yields with harvesting and threshing
done by hand. Local youngsters were trained
to operate the machinery by Olam, a global
food producer.
Mechanized harvesting and threshing prevents food waste of half a ton (479 kg) per
hectare, giving yields that are around 14 per
cent higher compared with working manually. This approach increases farmers’ incomes
by about 200 dollars per hectare. Thanks to
the reduction in food wastage, mechaniza-
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Using machinery for rice harvesting
and threshing prevents food wastage
among small-scale rice farmers in
Nigeria. It lets farmers increase their
incomes and also prevents green
house gas emissions. These findings
come from trials at the company
Olam International.

tion prevents emissions equivalent to 1.7
tons of CO2 per hectare even after fuel usage
by harvesters and threshing machines is
taken into account. So mechanization helps
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combat climate change. The researchers
conclude that mechanization should therefore be part of agricultural policy.
Info: heike.axmann@wur.nl
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

Beeping bottle shows plastic route

Louise Fresco: ‘More
scope for serendipity’

What route does plastic waste take when it ends up in the North Sea? You can
see online by following a plastic capsule fitted with GPS.

‘We in Wageningen do a lot of research
in support of policymaking, and that is
relevant to society. But we must make sure
that fundamental research holds its own
as well,’ said Executive Board chair Louise
Fresco at the opening of the academic year
on Monday 6 September. Because groundbreaking discoveries certainly don’t always come out of clear-cut research plans.
For this reason, Fresco says we need to
create more scope for serendipity – chance
discoveries – and also for failures. ‘We
don’t have an expression like “magnificent failures” for nothing. I see a future
in which we bring together groups of
scientists without an immediate research
assignment. And why not get an art historian to help figure out how to combat a
zoonosis, or a philosopher to ponder food
security? That is the cross-fertilization I’ve
been arguing in favour of for years.’
Info: annet.blanken@wur.nl

The floating capsule was thrown in the sea
on 12 August about 200 kilometres north of
Terschelling. The device sends a GPS signal
once a day; a mini-solar panel provides
the necessary electricity. The route can be
followed live on gps.verkis.is/pame/. ‘The
launch is part of a broader communication
project involving a variety of northern
countries,’ says Wageningen plastics
researcher Wouter Jan Strietman. ‘We want
to show the general public where plastic
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can drift to once it ends up in the sea.’
The capsule was first launched off the
west coast of Texel in late May. After
travelling in a circle for 400 kilometres,
a fierce northerly wind blew it onto the
Terschelling coast. Strietman hopes the
capsule will float further north on its
second voyage. ‘Many people don’t know
that floating waste from the Netherlands
can reach the Arctic in about 18 months
due to the wind and ocean currents. Huge
volumes of waste wash up in that region
and stay there.’
The capsule launch was organized by
WUR and Leeways Marine, in partnership
with PAME, an Arctic Council working
group, and the Dutch government, which
is paying for the capsule.
Info: wouterjan.strietman@wur.nl
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